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THIS PASSPORT THAT YOU ARE HOLDING TELLS
YOU HOW YOU CAN DO YOUR PART TO HELP
REFUGEES AND ASYLUM SEEKERS IN LONDON.
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You may have just engaged in our
ASMR style experience and are now
aware that the sounds that you have
listened to have been recorded in
deeply political spaces associated
with the refugee and asylum seeker
experience. These spaces include entry
points to the UK such as Heathrow
Airport and the sea at Dover; these
are places that most of us associate
with holidays or greeting loved ones.
However for someone seeking refuge
these sites are associated with danger
and uncertainty. We also recorded
outside of Colnbrook Detention centre
which is situated in a residential
area just a few miles away from
Heathrow where asylum seekers remain
waiting to find out if they have been
granted safety.
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ABOUT US

We have put together a selection
of just some of the incredible
organisations, collectives and social
enterprises who work tirelessly to
create opportunities for refugees and
asylum seekers and who champion their
cause and raise awareness. You can
choose how you want to help - whether
that’s donating, running an event,
lending a hand or treating your loved
ones to bread or tea made or packaged
by a refugee.

BACKGROUND

Take Refuge started as an exploration
into the politics of silence, and the
myriad roles silence plays in our day
to day lives. As our conversations
developed we became fascinated with
trends such as ASMR and apps such
as Headspace and an ever increasing
tendency to use sound, silence and
meditative noise as a means of self
care. So we decided to create a
sociopolitical experiment.
Take Refuge presents itself as a self
care and mindfulness campaign up until
the point listeners are made aware
that it is actually a campaign about
raising awareness around the plight of
refugees and asylum seekers coming to
the UK through the medium of sound.

Take Refuge was initiated by a group
of activists at Goldsmiths University;
we wanted to call attention to our
C21st obsession with self care and
the idea of “switching off” but how
desperately we need to “switch on”
when speaking about refugees and
asylum seekers, especially in an
increasing hostile environment.
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LISTEN HERE:
WWW.SOUNDCLOUD.COM/TAKEREFUGELONDON
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We all feel helpless when we think
about how many people are in need.
But here we have compiled a list of
ways you can empower yourself and
those in need. Whatever your skills,
we’ll have something for you. Are you
a people person? Good at organising?
Gardening? Designing? Event managing?
Take a look and choose for yourself.
Here is a selection of London based
organisations working with refugees
and asylum seekers. Offer your skills,
participate, campaign, fundraise, and
get involved!

YOURSELF

COUNTERPOINTS ARTS

Simple Acts consists of a series
of actions that anyone can do to help
show solidarity with refugees, learn
more about refugee experiences and
make new connections in our communities.
The philosophy of Simple Acts is that
by encouraging lots of people to do
these simple, seemingly insignificant
acts - read a book, tell a story or
share a dish - we can begin to remove
barriers between communities and make
lasting change to the world around us.

Counterpoints Arts is a pioneering
organisation in the field of arts,
migration and cultural change. They
support and produce art by, for and
with migrants and refugees, seeking
to ensure that their contributions
are recognised and celebrated. Central
to their mission is their belief that
arts can inspire social change and
enhance inclusion and cultural
integration of refugees and migrants.
You can volunteer for their events,
donate or take part in their Simple
Acts campaign which is about inspiring
people to use simple, everyday actions
to change perceptions of refugees.

WWW.COUNTERPOINTSARTS.ORG.UK
WWW.SIMPLEACTS.ORG.UK
@COUNTERPOINTSARTS

WOMEN FOR
REFUGEE WOMEN

Women for Refugee Women is a small
inspirational charity who fight
against the injustices experienced by
women who cross borders to seek safety
in the UK. They work in three main
ways; empowering women asylum seekers
to speak out publicly about their own
experiences of persecution; raising
awareness of the experiences of women
seeking asylum by working with the
media and through engaging with the
public and lobbying politicians and
policy makers to try and create a
fairer asylum process.
Women for Refugee Women lead the
Set Her Free campaign against the
detention of refugee women in the UK;
the campaign is led by and shaped by
women who have been detained.
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More than 1500 women who have come to
the UK to seek asylum are locked up
in detention every year. Most of them
are not removed from the UK, they are
released back into the community to
continue with their cases. Women for
Refugee Women and other organisations
have made the case clearly that it
would be fairer and more humane
for women’s asylum cases to be
resolved while they are living in the
community.
You can fundraise, campaign, donate
or organise an event to share one of
their amazing short videos in which
refugee women speak for themselves.

REFUGEEWOMEN.CO.UK
@4REFUGEEWOMEN

FREEDOM FROM
TORTURE

organisation solely dedicated to the
treatment of torture survivors in
the UK.
Give your time, skills and creativity
to help make a difference to the lives
of torture survivors. In the past
people have organised ceilidhs and
even tandem skydives in order to raise
money for the organisation.

Freedom from Torture carries out its
work helping torture survivors rebuild
their lives, from five national centres
in the UK: Birmingham, Glasgow, London,
Manchester and Newcastle. Some 69
full time and 101 part time staff and
190 volunteers work together across
the five centres with a team of 62
interpreters who enable staff and
volunteers to communicate with clients,
providing an expert interpretation of
cultural sensitivities of language,
as well as non-verbal communication.
Doctors, caseworkers, counsellors,
legal advisors, physiotherapists,
psychotherapists, psychologists,
interpreters, child and family
therapists, art and music therapists
make Freedom From Torture the only

You can also attend one of their
charity events, organise a fundraising
event or volunteer your time for one
of their local groups.

WWW.FREEDOMFROMTORTURE.ORG
@FREEDOMFROMTORTURE

REFUGEE WEEK

EST 1998

Refugee Week takes place every year
across the world in the week around
World Refugee Day on the 20 June.
In the UK, Refugee Week is a bustling
programme of arts, cultural and
educational events that celebrates the
incredible contribution of refugees
to the UK. Refugee Week started in
1998 as a direct reaction to hostility
in the media and society in general
towards refugees and asylum seekers.
Refugee Week is now one of the leading
national initiatives working to counter
our current ‘hostile environment’,
defending the importance of sanctuary
and the benefits it can bring to both
refugees and host communities.
Support your local Refugee Week by
volunteering or attending their
events which are held by a wide range
of arts, voluntary, faith and refugee
community organisations, schools,
student groups and more.

WWW.REFUGEEWEEK.ORG.UK
@REFUGEEWEEKUK

MICRO RAINBOW

PART
G AY

In 76 countries homosexuality is
illegal. About 1500 LGBTI refugees
from those countries come to the UK
every year. When they come to the
UK they are still not safe. Micro
Rainbow is a brilliant social
enterprise supporting LGBTI asylum
seekers and refugees. They provide
safe temporary housing, employability
support and wider support around
social inclusion.
Become an ally, set up regular
donation plans to give funds for
causes such as emergency accommodation
for those LGBTI people who are living
on the street and in urgent need of
housing. It costs £25 to provide one
night of emergency housing.
You can also volunteer. Micro
Rainbow are in particular need of
the following positions: translators
and interpreters, graphic designers,
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video producers, handypersons who can
do small jobs at Micro Rainbow’s safe
houses and gardeners who can maintain
the gardens in the safe houses.
BUY! One of their awesome T-Shirts
such as ‘Part Gay. All Human’ or
‘Allergic to Hate.’ Or even better go
on their website and set up an ‘Amazon
wishlist’ where you can browse the
items Micro Rainbow need and you then
choose which ones you want to send to
them. Items are all less than £15.
WWW.MICRORAINBOW.ORG
@MICRORAINBOW

SOAS DETAINEE
SUPPORT

SOAS Detainee Support group attempts
to break the isolation of immigration
detention, and supports detainees to
take control of their cases and resist
their imprisonment and deportation.
The group visit people who are being
held in Harmondsworth and Colnbrook
(Heathrow), Brook House and Tinsley
House (Gatwick), and Yarl’s Wood
Immigration Removal Centres.
They also visit people who are held
in London prisons under immigration
powers. They work in solidarity rather
than charity, and try to meet people
in detention on their own terms and
without preconceived notions about
their situation or desires. Visiting
is central to the group. The nature
of the visits they provide depends on
the circumstances and specific needs
and desires of each detainee.

You do not have to be a student, or
be linked to SOAS to get involved. You
can become a visitor to those held
in detention centres; offering both
emotional and practical support which
could include help with finding a
solicitor, medical expert, or bringing
toiletries and other essential items
or campaigning alongside people in
detention. It is important to note
that SOAS Detainee Support do not
offer legal or medical support.
WWW.SOASDETAINEESUPPORT.WORDPRESS.COM
@SDETSUP
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STAR

STAR is a national charity of 27,000
students welcoming refugees to the UK.
Together they volunteer at local
refugee projects, campaign to improve
the lives of refugees and educate
people about refugees and asylum. STAR
is made up of 46 groups at colleges
and universities across the UK and a
national team which coordinates and
supports the groups. STAR provides
volunteering opportunities such as
English Conversation Clubs, drop ins
where food and friendship are shared
in equal measure and Homework Clubs
where study skills are passed on to
young refugees working their way
through school.

A key part of STAR is campaigning;
currently students are campaigning
for equal access to higher education
in order to improve access to
university for asylum seekers and for
safer routes into the UK in order to
allow refugees to safely and legally
join family members in the UK and to
provide sanctuary for Britain’s fair
share of refugees arriving in Europe.

WWW.STAR-NETWORK.ORG.UK
@STUDENT_ACTION_FOR_REFUGEES

TREAT YOURSELF OR
A LOVED ONE

There are multiple ways to empower
individuals. Here are some of the
amazing social enterprises in London
that are working with refugees and
asylum seekers.
They focus on building entrepreneurial
skills whilst celebrating the cultures
and the contributions refugees and
asylum seekers bring to the UK. Buy a
different sort of present or gift for
yourself. Treat yourself to a cookery
course run by a refugee or go on ASOS
and buy a hoodie or new tote bag which
champions the refugee cause!

CHAIGARAM

Given the recent refugee crisis in
Europe, there is a 70% unemployment
rate amongst refugees living in the
UK. This started the beginning of
Chiagram. Chiagram is a social purpose
business focused on empowering refugees
by providing them with employment and
leadership opportunities through their
tea business. Refugees are integrated
into the business alongside people who
are passionate about coaching them
through job training and work
experience. Refugees take on jobs
throughout the business, from helping
to blend and pack the tea to selling
fresh chai in London’s food markets.
These opportunities help refugees gain
confidence, practice teamwork and
communication skills, prepare for
finding jobs of their choice and better
integrate into society in general.

Over time, Chiagram envisages refugees
becoming owners of their tea stalls,
enabling a social franchise model
and promoting entrepreneurship
amongst refugees.
Donate to them and get rewards such
as Personalised Tea Blends or the Art
of Chai Class. Or buy their delicious
variety of chai blends - Masala chai,
Cardamon chai and Ginger chai or their
Chai syrups to add to your lattes or
even after work cocktails!

WWW.STARTSOMEGOOD.COM/CHAIGARAM

CHOOSE LOVE
SHOP
We love Choose Love. Their message is
simple and their work is impactful and
groundbreaking. Choose Love is the
world’s first store where you can buy
real gifts for refugees, such as
practical items like tents, nappies and
sleeping bags. But instead of taking
them home, each purchase buys a
similar item for someone who truly
needs it. In 2017, this new model of
charitable giving raised nearly £1
million, it got the message out to over
200 million people, and it engaged
celebrities, influencers and the public
with a really positive message. 100%
of donations from the store go straight
to supporting front line services.
In 2018 the sale of life jackets from
the Choose Love store raised £38,594
which enabled Refugee Rescue to assist
1,399 people braving the treacherous
sea crossing from Turkey.

The Choose Love store was created by
Help Refugees in partnership with
creative collective, Glimpse.
Grab one of the Choose Love iconic
t-shirts designed by Katharine Hamnett
in a play on her famous ‘CHOOSE LIFE’
slogan (also available on ASOS).
Or shop on the website which is the
first store in the world that sells
products for refugees. Choose.love.

@HELPREFUGEESUK

MIGRATEFUL
COOKING
CLASS

Migrateful exists to empower and
celebrate refugees and vulnerable
migrants on their journey to
integration by supporting them to run
their own cookery classes. Attending
weekly workshops and teaching their
cuisines in the evenings helps to
bring chefs out of social isolation.
They get to improve their English
through regular conversations with
English speakers and build their
confidence and self esteem as they
are trained in public speaking and
get used to sharing their stories in
front of an audience.
The chefs develop employability skills
such as time keeping and organisation
as well as being trained in culinary

skills and food hygiene legislation.
People from different backgrounds
come together, ostensibly to learn to
cook from a refugee or asylum seeker.
But in doing so, stereotypes are
challenged; the refugee is leading
the class and the intimate setting
enables personal stories to emerge.
Treat yourself or a friend or loved
one to a Migrateful cooking class!
Set in locations such as Peckham,
Angel and Borough and learn the art
of cuisines such as Cuban, Bengali,
Lebanese, Ecuadorian, Gambian,
Nigerian and more.
WWW.MIGRATEFUL.ORG
@MIGRATEFULUK

STORIES ON OUR
PLATE
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Founded in 2016, Stories On Our Plate
(SOOP) is an organisation that uses
food and storytelling to champion
differences and common interest. SOOP
uses food to challenge the negative
attitudes towards cooks with refugee
and migrant backgrounds living in
the United Kingdom. To do this, SOOP
provides a toolkit for opportunities
in the food and catering industry. For
SOOP, food and storytelling can act
as a natural vehicle for getting to
know each other in day-to-day life.
Integral to SOOP are the much loved
monthly Supper Club series and their
Culinary Support Initiatives for cooks
with refugee and migrant backgrounds.
Visit SOOP’s scrumptious recipe
collection or attend one of their
supper clubs.

WWW.SOOPSTORIES.COM
@SOOP_STORIES

BREADWINNERS
OPEN

95% of people in London buy bread
everyday. Wouldn’t it be great if all
these sales could somehow help the
most vulnerable in society?
Breadwinners is a grassroots charity
with a no-brainer model to make this
a reality. They provide training and
jobs for refugees across their London
farmers market stalls.
The Breadwinners programme supports
refugees who have status and are
struggling to find work, references,
networks and entrepreneurship
opportunities to independently sustain
themselves and progress. Breadwinners
also have a risers programme; they
provide early intervention support
for young people (16-24 years old)
seeking asylum to build transferable

skills, grow their networks, gain
UK work experience, and progress
through mentoring so they are better
integrated and prepared to gain
employment when they receive status.
Drop by one of their London markets
and buy their fresh loaves whilst at
the same time supporting this amazing
charity. Locations include Victoria
Park market, Chelsea Partridges
market, Primrose Hill market and
Chatsworth Road market.

WWW.BREADWINNERS.ORG.UK
@WEAREBREADWINNERS

BREAD & ROSES

Situated in Hackney, Bread & Roses
is a social enterprise which trains
refugee women in floristry and in the
process provides them with the space
to learn English, develop skills
and build their confidence. All of
this helps women on their pathway to
employment. Their mission is simple:
to strive to empower women and support
them into jobs where they feel valued.
Set up in May 2016, Bread & Roses
takes its name from a political
slogan coined by Rose Schneiderman,
a pioneering American socialist and
feminist, back in 1912. In a famous
speech, Schneiderman argued that women

working in low-paid jobs need more
than just the basics (the bread)
to survive - they deserve dignity,
respect and the opportunity to
flourish (the roses) too. Since then,
‘bread and roses’ has become symbolic
of the struggle of working women to
achieve better pay and dignified
conditions.
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WWW.WEAREBREADANDROSES.COM
@WEAREBREADANDROSES

ENRICH YOUR
MIND

Many of us are unaware of the daily
struggles of refugees and asylum
seekers. We are constantly bombarded
with misleading information from
politicians and the media which leads
to a loss of empathy towards those who
are struggling. Take some time to learn
the truth about the asylum system in
the UK. Find out what the statistics
are, visit London’s Migration Museum,
read first hand testimonies and
enrich your mind.

WE ARE
DISPLACED
MALALA YOUSAFZAI

Our current favourite book about
refugees is called ‘We Are Displaced’
by Malala Yousafzai; a world famous
activist. At 15 years old she was
shot by the Taliban and is now a
student at Oxford University and the
youngest Nobel Prize laureate. ‘We Are
Displaced’ opens with her own story
of displacement.
As a child, her family fled Taliban
rule and lived as displaced people
in other parts of Pakistan. After
relocating to Birmingham following her
attack, Malala was unable to return
to her home country for six years.

“We Are Displaced” is a collection
of harrowing, heartbreaking and
ultimately inspiring first-person
accounts of the lives of girls Malala
met in her travels to refugee camps
and settlements across the world. As
Malala says, “We hear about refugees
in the newspapers, on TV, and it is
just in numbers, and it’s usually in
a negative way. But we do not hear
from them, especially when it comes
to young women and girls.”

YOUNGEST
NOBEL
PRIZE
L AU R E AT E

WWW.MALALA.ORG

REFUGEE COUNCIL

The Refugee Council is one of the
leading charities in the UK working
directly with refugees and supporting
them to rebuild their lives. They
speak up for refugees using their
direct work as an evidence base, and
ensure refugees have a stronger and
more influential voice in decisions
that will affect them.
The same old myths and scare stories
about refugees and people seeking
asylum are peddled again and again.
The truth is in short supply. Go on
Refugee Council’s website and find out
the facts and figures; all presented
in an accessible way and constantly
updated. Use these facts as weapons

to challenge anyone who tries to tell
you false information.
Some facts include: Britain is host to
less than 1% of the world’s refugees.
Poor countries shelter the vast
majority of the world’s refugees; 86%
live in developing countries. Almost
all asylum seekers are not allowed to
work and are forced to rely on state
support - this can be as little as £5
a day to live on.
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WWW.REFUGEECOUNCIL.ORG.UK

THE UN REFUGEE
AGENCY

If you are unsure of what the
definitions are of ‘refugee’ and
‘asylum seeker’ check out the UN
Refugee Agency website. You can find
simple and detailed definitions and
a whole host of papers and research
documents. The UN Refugee Agency works
to ensure that everybody has the right
to seek asylum and find safe refuge,
having fled violence, persecution,
war or disaster at home.
As well as policy documents and up
to date news stories, the UN Refugee
Agency also releases interesting
articles about arts and culture such
as ‘7 videos guaranteed to change the
way you see refugees.’

T H E WO R L D
WO U L D

NOTICE
These videos all have one aim - to
raise awareness for the refugee cause
with a new perspective. One of the
video includes ‘What If Manhattan?’
- released by The Hamdi Foundation,
a charity operating in conjunction
with UNHCR; it is a powerful video
regarding the plight of Syria’s
millions of refugees. It depicts NYC’s
usually bustling borough of Manhattan
as a desolate, abandoned ruin - its
crosswalk signals winking at no one,
its subway cars empty of passengers.
“If the 1.5 million people living in
Manhattan fled their homes” a caption
in the video reads “the world
would notice.”

WWW.UNHCR.ORG

AMNESTY
INTERNATIONAL
FILM RECOMMENDATIONS
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Check out Amnesty International’s
article ‘7 free short films about
refugees recommended by human rights
educators’ as part of Amnesty’s
education strand of work. These short
films and videos are useful conversation
starters for anyone wishing to learn
more about human rights. They are
freely available videos on the reality
of life as a refugee and include
genres such as narrative film,
documentary and animation.
Check out the beautiful animation
‘Then I came by boat’ directed and
edited by Marleena Forward with
animation by Ning Wue. This short
animation documentary tells the story
of Tri Nguyen’s childhood escape from
war-torn Vietnam, and his eventual
resettlement in Australia.

WWW.AMNESTY.ORG
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MIGRATION MUSEUM
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The Migration Museum Project shines a
light on the many ways the movement
of people to and from Britain has
shaped who we are. They are doing
this through the creation of an
inspiring national Migration Museum,
a far-reaching nationwide education
programme, and a knowledge-sharing
network of museums and galleries
across the UK. They have staged
an acclaimed series of events,
exhibitions and education workshops
at venues across the UK since 2013,
shedding light on the central role
that migration has played in Britain.
The Migration Museum at The Workshop
was opened in London in April 2017.
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Location: 26 Lambeth High Street
London SE1 7AG
Opening Hours: 12-8pm (Thursdays)
12-6pm (Fridays-Sundays)

WWW.MIGRATIONMUSEUM.ORG
@MIGRATIONMUSEUMUK

INFO

STAY IN TOUCH
takerefugelondon@gmail.com
@takerefuge_
Share the experience
www.takerefugelondon.com
www.soundcloud.com/takerefugelondon
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